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THE DEEP HELPS TO FUND FREEDOM FESTIVAL SHORTFALL 

The Deep has today announced its plans to donate £10,000 towards the delivery of the 2016 
Freedom Festival. 

The contribution further evidences the growing relationship between Freedom Festival Arts Trust 
and The Deep, a long term Friend of Freedom, and comes at a time when the trust is responding to 
the impact of the closure of Hull & East Yorkshire Community Foundation which has seen their 
funding reduced.  

As Freedom Festival Arts Trust work towards developing another sensational festival in 2016 and 
the generous contribution from The Deep will be used for programme enrichment and to support 
artist development and audience engagement. 

David Gemmell, Chairman at The Deep said:  

“The Freedom Festival is a phenomenal event and we are delighted to be able to support this in 
2016. This donation illustrates our commitment to the delivery of a cultural programme in the city 
and we have no doubt that this money will be put to great use.  

“In 2015, the festival saw over 114,000 visitors as well as generating over £4 million in additional 
expenditure, vital in sustaining our local economy and changing people’s perceptions of the city.” 

 Mikey Martins, Chief Executive & Artistic Director said: 

“The Deep have long been a valued Friend of Freedom Festival Arts Trust, offering invaluable in kind 
support throughout the year and during Freedom Festival. This unexpected, but hugely appreciated, 
generous donation is greatly received and will be used to support the delivery of a world class 
festival in 2016.  
 
“Our relationship with The Deep and other supporters continues to evidence that anything can be 
achieved and indeed overcome through collaboration. It is that determination to work in partnership 
that will enable great things to happen now and in the future ensuring the legacy of City of Culture 
2017.” 
 
As we look towards 2017 and beyond, Freedom Festival will continue to present ambitious, 
innovative and engaging work which celebrates the heritage of this great city whilst also looking 
towards a new future, engaging audiences, supporting artist development and inspiring generations 
for years to come.  
 
-ends- 
 
For more information please contact Becky Leach, Marketing Manager at The Deep on 01482 
381092 or email becky.leach@thedeep.co.uk.  
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Alternatively Jenny Howard-Coombes, Executive Director of the Freedom Festival Arts Trust on 
01482 214036 or email jenny@freedomfestival.co.uk.  
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